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Additional Services
Expect more

Our logistics expertise is a core element of our competitive
edge and provides us with the foundation to serve every vessel, platform or military operation based on a thorough understanding of your individual needs - encapsulated in our
mission:
Expert Care to Each Ship & Offshore Location
Let our Owners Goods Warehouse System handle your goods
in close cooperation with our own forwarder Wrist Marine Logistics and optimise your budget control and health at sea
with the Wrist-XENA catering software program.

www.wrist.com

“

We provide a 24/7/365 service for
every marine, offshore and navy
operation, including land operations.

Handling owners’ goods

Wrist-XENA

Our network of storage facilities and logistics expertise makes us able to collect, store and deliver
owners’ goods more efficiently than owners typically can themselves.

Savings can be generated through a targeted and
cost efficient assortment and optimised purchasing process, at the same time improving health at
sea. This ensures compliance with the demands
outlined by the Maritime Labour Convention (MLC)
2006.

Transport of owners’ goods between European
ports is one of the services appreciated by our
customers. We are a reliable and flexible partner in
your European owners’ goods transport network.

Logistics

Wrist Marine Logistics is a world-leading provider
of all logistics services to ship owners and ship
managers worldwide. We protect your interests
across every aspect of the transportation process
and take great pride in providing on-time delivery
as cost efficiently as possible.

Naval operations

We proudly supply naval fleets from e.g. Germany, Russia, Canada, Australia and Denmark and
we are main supplier of provisions and stores to
civilian operators. In other words, a proven and
trusted partner for naval operations.

Wrist-XENA is aimed at streamlining the purchasing process for ship supplies, optimising vessel
economy and improving health at sea.

Budget management

With our budget management possibilities you
can achieve a more streamlined operation profile,
along with ensuring provision for your vessels
anywhere in the world at the best possible cost
base. By taking over the entire procurement and
supply process for your vessels, we will help you
increase efficiency, reduce overheads and still ensure quality for the crew on board.
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Wrist Ship Supply . Stigsborgvej 60 . P.O. Box 215 . DK-9400 Noerresundby . Denmark
E-mail: wrist@wrist.com . Tel.: +45 98 13 72 77 . Fax: +45 98 16 58 33 . Website: www.wrist.com

